
Photo studio Puluz PU5023 LED 23cm Ref: 5907489605205
Photo studio Puluz PU5023 LED 23cm

Puluz Shutterless tent 23 cm LED PU5023
 The Puluz PU5023 shadowless tent  with LED lighting will  find use in  taking professional  photographs of  small  subjects.  The CRI  Ra82
coefficient  means  that  the  photographed  objects  look  extremely  natural,  and  the  possibility  of  adjusting  light  parameters  and
interchangeable colour backgrounds available in the set allow to perfectly emphasise the character of the selected objects and bring out
their beauty. The tent can become an indispensable tool for photographers, influencers or online retailers.
 
The perfect backdrop for taking photos
This compact tent is perfect for photographing small items such as watches, handmade jewellery, toys or small gadgets, for example. It
comes with interchangeable backgrounds in 6 colours - white, black, green, blue, yellow and red. So you can successfully select the right
one for your chosen subject. Create professional photos of the items you produce or sell and present them to potential customers.
 
Adjustable LED lighting
The marquee is equipped with an LED light consisting of 64 high-quality light beads. The high colour rendering index makes the objects
photographed  in  its  light  look  natural  and  impress  with  the  clarity  of  the  colours.  You  can  also  adjust  the  brightness  of  the  lighting
according to your expectations. You can also choose between white, soft and warm light.
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Functional design
Thanks to the clever design of the tent, you can take photos from different angles also from above, which is made possible by a special
opening. The product is powered by a USB cable. This means that you can connect it not only to a charger, but also to a powerbank or
even a computer or laptop. The dimensions of 23 x 23 x 24 cm and the fact that the tent can be folded up quickly make transporting it
fabulously easy and convenient.
 
Included
shadeless tent
photographic backgrounds x6 (Black, white, yellow, red, blue, green)
Manufacturer	
Puluz
Model	
PU5023
Name	
23cm LED Ring Light Studio
Dimensions	
23 x 23 x 24 cm
Number of LED light beads	
64
Light brightness adjustment	
Yes
CRI	
Ra>82
Colour temperature	
3200-6500 K
Output power	
7-14 W
Power supply	
Micro USB cable (5 V)
Cable length	
2 m

Price:

Before: € 9.0036

Now: € 7.50
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